BAIS Argentina is the first organization in Buenos Aires which works for and with foreign students. It aims to socially and culturally integrate students from all over the world.

BAIS Argentina offers a wide range of cultural activities, sports and trips to get to know Buenos Aires, promising an unforgettable experience for students.

**JOB DESCRIPTION**

- Organizing events
- Organizing trips
- To be responsible to the organization image
- Social networking promotion
- To plan weekly newsletter
- Management of Photoshop and Illustrator
- Marketing support and development of new campaigns
- Proposing new projects

**LANGUAGES**

- Advanced Spanish
- Intermediate English
REQUIRED SKILLS

- Good social skills
- Dynamic and adaptable
- A team player
- Creativity
- Basic understanding of media and communications

WHAT WE OFFER YOU

- A very flexible and adaptable timetable
- A fun work environment with a big international team
- Exclusive benefits for BAIS staff

- An unpaid placement -

SEND US CV, WITH “BAIS/STAFF 1” AS YOUR REFERENCE TO:
rrhh@baisargentina.com
rrhh@baispuertorico.com
rrhh@baisspain.com
rrhh@baismexico.com